NEW Thematic eBook & Journal Archive Collection

Brepols’ eBook Collection
PHILOSOPHY

This thematic collection features all eBooks published by Brepols
in the field of Philosophy up till 2018.

The collection covers a broad range of research fields
in Philosophy, ranging from Ancient Philosophy up till
the 18th Century, and including a variety of philosophical
traditions and perspectives.
Three purchase options are available:
Complete Collection – Backlist Collection (2017 & 2018) –
Archive Collection (2016 and older)
> Complete Collection: 175 titles
> Backlist Collection (2017-2018): 12 titles
> Archive Collection (up till 2016): 163 titles

Transparent and fair pricing, including compensation for
previously purchased eBooks that are now part of our new
thematic Collections
Combine this eBook Collection with our Journal Archives in
the field of Philosophy (see overleaf)
Discover our other new thematic eBook Collections:
> Classics
> Religion & Theology
> Renaissance & Early Modern Studies
> History of Science

Attractive discounts (up to 60% for Archive titles)
Can be combined with a flexible pick-and-choose option
for Frontlist Titles (2018-2022)
Multilingual Collection with clear predominance of French
(44%) and English (32%). Other languages: Italian (13%),
Latin (10%), German (2%)
A detailed title list is available on our website

online@brepols.net - www.brepolsonline.net

NEW Thematic eBook & Journal Archive Collection

Brepols’ Journal Archives
PHILOSOPHY

The online archives of renowned Brepols journals in the field of
Philosophy are now available for one-off purchase.
The archives provide perpetual access to all articles published up till 2016.

Bulletin de philosophie médiévale

Also available

Print ISSN: 0068-4023 - Online ISSN: 2034-6476

European Yearbook of the History of Psychology

This journal acts as an irreplaceable reference work for all those who
wish to keep themselves informed about research, projects, and
conferences in the field of medieval philosophy. The Bulletin focuses
mainly on studies and critical editions of unpublished medieval
philosophical texts.

Archive Years: 1959-2016
https://www.brepolsonline.net/loi/bpm

Quaestio

Journal of the History of Metaphysics
Print ISSN: 1379-2547 - Online ISSN: 2295-9033

Quaestio is dedicated to the reconstruction of the history of important
concepts and themes of the metaphysical tradition. It aims at examining
their ancient or medieval origins and their reception, transformation or
rejection in modern and contemporary philosophy.

Archive Years: 2001-2016
https://www.brepolsonline.net/loi/quaestio

Print ISSN: 2295-5267 - Online ISSN: 2507-0304

The European Yearbook of the History of Psychology is a peer-reviewed
international annual journal devoted to the history of psychology, and
especially to the interconnection between historiographic survey and
problems of epistemology.

Archive Years: 2015-2016
https://www.brepolsonline.net/loi/eyhp

If you want to take out a subscription to these
journals, contact our periodicals department:
periodicals@brepols.net.

Available as online database (purchase only)

Dictionnaire des philosophes antiques online (DPhA)
The Dictionnaire des philosophes antiques is devoted to philosophers and
important witnesses of the Greek and Roman philosophical tradition,
from the Presocratics to the late Neoplatonists of the sixth century. The
articles, prepared by French and foreign scholars, make use not only of
literary sources, but also of inscriptions and papyri.

periodicals@brepols.net - www.brepolsonline.net

84PD2827

The database is available on BREPOLiS, the home of all online projects
of Brepols and its partners. More info: about.brepolis.net.

